Workbook

Heart to Heart
Conversations

Day 1

Day 2

Step 1- Get Ready

Step 3- Go Deeper

Tips for getting ready for the heart to heart

Tips for going deeper during the heart to heart

conversation. Ways to Mentally and

conversation. Making sure that everyone is

emotionally prepare for those critical

getting their needs met and feels heard during

Conversations.

those critical conversations.

Step 2- Get Going

Step 4- Go Forward

Tips on how to get the heart to heart conversation

Tips on how to go forward after a heart to

going. creating a safe environment to foster a

heart. Establishing roles and responsibility of

successful critical conversation.

each person, and Creating gentle

accountability after a critical conversation.

SLIDE 3

Heart to Heart
Conversations

What makes a difficult conversation "difficult"?

Write or doodle Thoughts/feelings

What Is A Critical Conversation?

Write or doodle Thoughts/feelings

SLIDE 4-5

Heart to Heart
Conversations
Let's ReflectWhy do you think people sometimes refer to difficult conversations as a heart to heart?

Write or doodle Thoughts/feelings

List indicators that a heart to heart needs to happen.

Write or doodle Thoughts/feelings

SLIDE 6-7

Heart to Heart
Conversations
Step 1- Get Ready: Preparing MEntally and Emotionally

why is this important?
Reflect

on

why

the

conversation

is

needed

Write

down

concerns/views/Questions

Write

down

desired

This step is important because it will allow individuals
to prepare for a critical conversation that could
cause an emotional reactions or responses that all

outcome

Pick

a

comfortable

place

Pick

a

Conversation

for

can be prepared to handle effectively. This

the

conversation

preparation allows us to be the more focused,
emotionally available, and mentally present during

Starter

the conversation.

WHAT SIGNS OR FEELINGS TELL ME THAT This heart to Heart Is Needed:

TIME & PLACE: lIST THE BEST LOCATION
AND TIME FOR THIS CONVERSATION TO
TAKE PLACE (i.e. during a car ride,

OUTCOMES-- What do I really want for
me? For the other person? For the
relationship? For otherS?

when siblings are occupied, etc)

HOW WILL I START MY CONVERSATION? List a sentence starter here:

What are important words or phrases I want to include that will help me explain my
message?

SLIDE 8

Heart to Heart
Conversations
Step 2- Get Going: Creating A Safe Environment

why is this important?
Allow

sufficient

Establish

time

boundaries

for
for

the
the

conversation
conversation

This step is important because it sets a tone
and creates a safe environment for the
critical conversation. Implementing

Allow

each

Use

more

"I"

Use

Active

person

to

share

concerns/views/questions

statements

these recommendations will allow for a
productive and empathetic environment.
Which will promote and foster respect,

listening

compassion and trust between the individuals
involved.

How am I feeling about having this conversation? How might the other person be
feeling?

aRE THERE WORDS OR PHRASES i SHOULD
AVOID?

What specific gesture will i make so that i listen with compassion to the other
person?

SLIDE 9

Heart to Heart
Conversations

The Significance of Non-Verbal Communication

Write or doodle Thoughts/feelings

How do people communicate non-verbally?

Write or doodle Thoughts/feelings

SLIDE 11 & 14

Heart to Heart
Conversations
Let's ReflectHave you ever felt misunderstood/neglected during and/or
after a challenging conversation?

Write or doodle Thoughts/feelings

Let's ChatWhy is paying attention to Non-Verbal Communication so
beneficial?

Write or doodle Thoughts/feelings

SLIDE 15 & 17

Heart to Heart
Conversations
Step 3- Go Deeper: Feeling Heard & Hearing Others

Identify if a mediator is needed

why is this important?

Check for understanding During the Conversation
Ask questions for clarity

TThis step is important because it
provides the opportunity for the individuals
involved to be understood with a

Identify each person's needs
Identify options available to meet those needs

better possibly of getting their needs met.
Implementing these recommendations
will promote effective communication, and

Share any fears or anxiety about the topic
encourage the individuals involved to

Remember That Silent moments are ok!

provide and receive support.

Reflect on Any Fears or Anxiety About The Topic of the Heart To Heart:

What I Need Most from This Heart to

What________ needs most from this

Heart Is....

heart to heart is....

SLIDE 16

Heart to Heart
Conversations
Step 4- Go Forward: Creating Gentle Accountability

Establish

roles

Establish

gentle

and

responsibility

of each

person

why is this important?
This step is important because it will allow

accountability

individuals to leave the critical conversation

Check

in

with

each

other

Revisit

conversation

Build

support

if

with an understanding, a role and

needed

responsibility of how to approach the
dynamic going forward. It provides gentle

a

network

if

needed
accountability for everyone, which will

Do

not

be

afraid

to

include

professional

support

promote and foster healthier dynamics within
the relationship.

List Reasons why moving forward could be difficult after a heart to heart conversation.
(i.e. How Would You Respond if There was no closure? Is Your Thought Process Negative Or
Positive after a Difficult Conversation?

What Agreement Would You Like To propose?

Identify Your Support System:

SLIDE 19

Heart to Heart
Conversations
My Support Network

Resources

SLIDEe 21 & 23

conversation starters

WAYS TO BEGIN
“I have a problem and I need to

“I’m upset and need to talk. Do you

have a little time? I’m not looking

for advice; can you just listen?”

figure out what to do. I already

have plenty to consider and don’t

really need more input right now

…

I’d just like to talk it through out-

loud.”

"Something is bothering me and i

"I need your help with

really want to talk about it. I

something. Can we talk about it

really want to hear your

soon?"

feelings about it and share my

perspective as well."

“I’d like to talk to you about
"I notice that something is
______ and i am wondering if
bothering you. how can i
you have time on ---- for us to
support you?"
talk."

conversation starters

TO GET THE CONVERSATION
BACK ON TRACK

“I’m having a hard time finding

"this is important for me to

the right words. Can I keep

process. Can I keep going?”

trying?”

"when ----happened, i felt-----.

"WE HAVE BOTH THOUGHT ABOUT

this probably wasn’t your

THIS A LOT. how do you think we

intention. I wanted you to know

can move forward and work

so we could clear the air.”

through this issue together?”

"What I hear you saying is -----.

Is that correct? wE DON'T HAVE

TO AGREE BUT IT'S IMPORTANT FOR

ME TO REALLY GET WHERE YOU ARE

COMING FROM."

conversation starters

FOR PARENTS
“Do you want me to listen, do
"IF YOU TALK TO ME ABOUT WHAT IS
you want me to give advice, or
WORRYING YOU, I CAN DO MY BEST
do you want me to get
TO HELP."
involved/do something?”

"YOU CAN TALK TO ME. I AM HERE

FOR YOU."

"I MAY NOT UNDERSTAND BUT I DO

WANT TO TRY. CAN YOU HELP

explain this to me?"

"IF YOU NEED TO TALK TO SOMEONE

ELSE, THAT'S OKAY TOO."

"I would really like to hear

your thoughts on something.

"I love you. nothing can ever

can we talk about this (after

change that."

dinner tonight)?

